GRADING CODES

Kindergarten and Developmental 1st Grade

Evaluation Letter
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improving
P - Progressing - but below grade level

Letter Grades used on Report Cards
A - 90 - 100 Lower failure point is used here, while children are adjusting to school routine.
B - 80 - 89
C - 70 - 79
D - 60 - 69
F - Below 60

Grades K - 6 (Music and Physical Education)

Letter Grades used on Report Cards
S - Satisfactory
U - Unsatisfactory

Grades 1 - 5
Chapter I, Special Education

Same Scale as Regular Classroom - determined by both regular and special teachers (only 1 grade given).

The performance grade level is based on materials.
Above Grade Level (1)
On Grade Level (2)
Below Grade Level (3)

Students in AP or advanced coursework may have other grade codes due to grade weights.